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NUMBER 5

my dxexa dpyne  a-` sirq ,b"x oniq r"y

u ¤x ῭ d̈ zFxi ¥R  zFk §x ¦A i¥pi ¦c

The r"y rules that on “fruit of the ground” we say dn̈c̈£̀d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA.
Dayan Abraham first addressed the question, if these are indeed
u ¤x ῭ d̈ zFxi ¥R then why are we not saying "u ¤x ῭ d̈  i ¦x §R  ̀ ¥xFA"?  What is
the significance of “dn̈c̈£̀” over and against “u ¤x ¤̀ ,” and what is
the distinction between the two?

In response to a question with respect to “  `i ¦vFn ©dm¤g¤ld̈  o ¦nu¤x ῭ ”
(does 'd really bring forth bread from the ground?), the Dayan
noted that l"©f ©g (the Sages - ©g ,Epi ¥nk̈¦f mp̈Fx §k¦ldk̈ẍ §a ) indicate that this
refers to 'd bringing forth the ingredients for bread, rather than
bread in its finished form.  Nevertheless, the Dayan also referred
to  a `ẍn̈ §b in zFAEz §M which predicts that we shall one day see
whole bread rolls (and fine silk/woollen clothes) growing on trees,
just like fruit, in l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  u ¤x ¤̀ , and this is the meaning of the words,
 “  o ¦n  m ¤g¤l  ̀ i ¦vFn ©dd̈u ¤x ῭ ,” i.e. “Who brings [will bring] forth bread
[that is completely formed] from the Land [of Eretz Yisrael].”

(:l zay , :`"iw zeaezk)

The reader is also directed to an interesting dispute in a Baraisa
between the Rabbis and Rabbi Nechemyah, .g"l zFkẍ §A, regarding
the correct formulation for the dk̈ẍ §A: the Rabbis opine that it
should be “`i ¦vFn ©d” but Rabbi Nechemyah holds just “`i ¦vFn.”
Rava explains the disagreement to be over the tense indicated by
“ ©d`i ¦vFn .”  The Rabbis are of the opinion that this points to the
past tense (see Rashi), R. Nechemyah (also see Rashi) holds that it
indicates the future.  Reassuringly, the `ẍn̈ §b concludes, on :g"l:
“...u ¤x ῭ d̈  o ¦n  m ¤g¤l  `i ¦vFn ©d  `z̈ §k§l ¦d §e”.   The dk̈̈l ©d is established
according to the Rabbis, in favour of “`i ¦vFn ©d.”

In respect of the difference between “dn̈c̈£̀”  and  “u ¤x ¤̀ ,” the
following comments of the Ben Ish Chai are noteworthy.  He
writes that “u ¤x ¤̀ ” denotes a higher level of praise than “dn̈c̈£̀”: it
has a sense of iEv ¦x - desirable, pleasing / it is mentioned earlier in
the dẍFY - in the first pasuk of zi ¦W` ¥x §A and numerous times in the
account of Creation / and it appears in juxtaposition with 'd  m ¥W -
“u ¤x ῭ d̈  z ¥̀ §e m¦i ©nẌ ©d  z ¥̀  mi ¦wŸl¡̀  ̀ ẍÄ  zi ¦W` ¥x §A” and elsewhere.  For
these reasons, in order to give more cFaM̈ to bread, which is
deserving of higher praise than vegetables, the word “u ¤x ῭ d̈” was
reserved for m ¤g¤l and “dn̈c̈£̀d̈” was given to zFx¥R ©d  z©k §x ¦A (i.e. fruit
of the ground: vegetables) (qgpit zyxta dpey`x dpy ,"zFk̈l£d  i ©g  Wi ¦̀  o ¤A").

The `ẍn̈ §b cited above that speaks of a time when l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  u ¤x ¤̀  will
naturally produce “z©li ¥n  i¥l §kE zF`ẅ §qEl §B” (bread rolls and fine
silk/woolen clothes) is also brought by the Ben Ish Chai at the
beginning of a beautiful description of the Messianic future.

In explaining the essence of this passage in the Ben Ish Chai,
the Dayan classified it as “pure W ¤cŸw ©d  ©gEx.”  Rabbi Yosef
Chayim (the Ben Ish Chai) paints a sublime picture based on a
wEqR̈ in Epi ¦f£̀ ©d  z ©WẍR̈:

(a"i a"l mixac) “ EP ¤g§p©i  cc̈Ä 'dxk̈¥p  l ¥̀  FO ¦r  oi ¥̀ §e ”
Rabbi Yosef Chayim interpreted this to mean that one day, in
l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  u ¤x ¤̀ , a new existence will emerge in which Hashem
will provide for His People as a mother feeds her newborn
child.  No longer will we need to work and strive for
sustenance and protection from the elements.  Food and
clothes will grow as fruit from the ground.  For drink, one
giant grape will suffice, placed in the corner of a room and
pierced to allow its wine to flow. l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i l̈lM will experience
the d ῭ p̈ ©d, the pleasure, the ease and the tranquility
experienced by a baby feeding from its mother, with Hashem
always close, ready with their every need and nourishment.

(epif`d zyxta dpey`x dpy ,"zFk̈l£d  i ©g  Wi ¦̀  o ¤A")

Other explanations are given for the wEqR̈ above, but we may
summarise the general theme in terms of the superiority of the word
u ¤x ¤̀  because if its many important associations and its consequent
reservation for the dk̈ẍ §A on bread.

Dayan Abraham added a final thought relating to the ideas of u ¤x ¤̀
and dn̈c̈£̀.  The late, great Chief Rabbi Lord Jakobovits, l"vf, made
a play on two English words that is at once  simply profound, and
profoundly simple.  What is the difference, he asked, between the
words “soul” and “soil” ?  Answer:  “soil” has an “i” but “soul” has a
“u” - “soil,” representing everything material and materialistic,
contains the “I,” whereas “soul,” the essence and core of human
spirituality, contains the “YOU,” indicating the importance of
interpersonal relations, of the Fx¥a£g§l  mc̈ ῭  oi ¥A,  as  an  integral  and
essential element in relations mFwn̈§l  mc̈ ῭  oi ¥A, between man and 'd.

*   *   *
The Rishonim disagree on what is required in the way a plant
grows for its fruit to be called r"dt or `"dt.  They discuss the
`ẍn̈ §b in zFkẍ §A at the foot of n.  , focusing on the word “`f̈e §e©b.”
Rashi  is  of  the  opinion  that,  in  order  to  be  an  “u¥r” the
branches must remain from year to year.  The Rosh holds that
the central stem must remain, and the Tur, providing a
somewhat extreme view, defines a plant as “u¥r” whose roots
remain in the ground [it seems that this is also an
interpretation of the Rosh (see g"a)].  This last view would
mean we would need to  say a r"dt on any number of “fruit”
whose roots remain in the ground and on which we now say
`"dt.  In sum, we do require the branches to remain, but they
do not have to be particularly thick.(a"n)   A  key  issue  is
berries, and the Dayan summed up by stating that most berries
will be r"dta, except for strawberries, which are `"dta.

*   *   *


